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Mellow R&B that moves you and soothes you at the same time. 11 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop

Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: FLOH-BO There are a couple of stories behind

the name Floh-Bo which I write and produce under. Most people know me by Bo Smith and since I was

about 8 years old I really began to love R&B and Pop music. I don't have one style of writing...I dabble in

R&B, Funk, Love Ballads, Smooth Jazz, Blues, Pop, Rock, and some Classical stuff.. Mainly I live within

the first four categories. When I work, if huge egos are involved I tend to go in the other direction. Over

the years I have worked with a select group of totally cool people: Maurice Gainen, Platinum writer Craig

Owens, Walter Millsap, and Bruce (the Floh in Floh-Bo) Hathcock. Maurice Gainen of Maurice Gainen

Productions has been my engineer and consultant for years and Bruce Hathcock has sung 99 of the

songs I have written and has collaborated on several. Originally signed by Randy Jackson for Sony

Records. Bruce is currently signed with Uneek Records and performs with his band "B Natural". As you

travel through my site you'll probably find some ear candy to suit your taste. My favorite happens to be

F.L.G. "Fingah lick'n Good". It kinda hooks your body right from the start. It'll make you bob your head.

"101 Nights", "I Never Met A Girl Like You" and the infamous "Pull 'em Down" have been known to get the

ladies in a romantic mood, whereas "3 Dubs" comes at in a totally different perspective...check it out.

Hope you enjoy my site and I will have some more bumps bouncing on the net in the near future.

Remember, Good music together with Good people equals Good Times. Be Happy and Thank you.

Floh-Bo
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